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In the shooting technique for solving boundary-value problems for second-order ODE the
initial (unknown) slope s = y (a) at x = a is retained as a symbolic parameter during the first
shot or pass . The parameter s is determined at the end of this pass by imposing the far
boundary condition at x = b . One further pass using the now known value of s then
determines the final solution. This technique can easily be generalized to higher-order ODE
by retaining s = y'(a), t = y"(a), . . . as symbolic parameters and determining these from the
boundary conditions at x = b . If the forward integration pass is performed with recurrence
formulae such as the Numerov formula, then the parameters s, t, . . . are replaced by the
parameters p = y(a+h), q = y(a+2h), . . . . Examples are given illustrating the application of
the technique to second-order boundary-value problems, including non-linear problems and stiff
problems. Eigenvalue problems are included within the framework of the present methods,
with examples. Two examples are also given of the application of the technique to boundary-
value problems in elliptic partial differential equations . The techniques employed illustrate the
combined use of symbolic and numerical computation as a powerful tool in the solution of
boundary-value problems.
1 . Introduction
Shooting is a much used technique for solving boundary-value problems (BVP) in
ordinary differential equations (ODE). It is also used in the Method of Lines for
boundary-value problems in partial differential equations (PDE) . For simple two-point
BVP's for second-order ODE's, the essence of the method is to guess a value for the
initial slope s = y'(a), integrate the ODE with this value of s to x = b and compare the
computed value of y(b) with the correct value /3, say . The initial guess for s is then
systematically improved via shooting to produce the correct value y(b) = /3. For linear
problems, two shots (or passes) are required to obtain the correct value of s, a third
being required to perform the final integration . With non-linear problems, we require a
sequence of shots to fix s (to some specified tolerance) using for example inverse linear
interpolation, or we can perform an extra integration per shot using Newton iteration (see
Fox & Mayers, 1987) . When the passes are made with a recurrence formula such as the
Numerov formula, the parameter p = y(a+h) is used in place of s .
The central idea of the present paper is to reduce the number of passes to just two
by retaining the initial slope s as symbolic parameter in the first pass and determine its
correct value at the end of the pass by solving a simple linear equation for s in the case
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of linear problems and a non-linear (polynomial) equation in the case of non-linear
problems. It is necessary to retain further symbolic parameters, when solving higher
order ODE's & PDE's . In some special cases, however, it is possible to deduce separate
recurrence relations which can be used to fix s in one pass (see Appendix) . While the
method can be applied to non-linear differential equations, the increasing size of the
intermediate polynomials in s makes it relatively uneconomic to take many small steps .
A better approach is to take just one or two steps with many terms in the Taylor expansion
of the solution (section 3) . Eigenvalue problems are included within the framework of
the present methods, with . taking the place of s .
Shooting methods essentially use forward (or backward) recurrences which are
notoriously prone to instability . Multiple shooting mitigates the instability problem to
some extent by shooting over small ranges, either from one end or both and matching
solutions at intermediate points . Employing an algebraic manipulation language enables
us to defeat the instability problem with its arbitrary precision rational arithmetic - no
build up of rounding error occurs during the passes . Consequently, it becomes possible
to solve stiff problems with no extra difficulty by the present methods .
In applying the slope retention method to ODE's, we shall employ three main
solution techniques, namely, the Numerov Method (NM), the Standard Fourth-Order
Runge-Kutta Method (RK4) and Taylor series . For elliptic PDE's we shall employ the
standard finite-difference formulae recast in marching form .
This paper exemplifies the effective use of a symbolic computation system in
computations which can be split into a symbolic part and a numerical part, the symbolic
part being performed exactly while the numeric part may have to be completed using
ordinary (inexact) floating-point computation . The whole computation can be performed
in the same programming environment, a welcome modem trend which together with a
graphics interface (as, for example, in MACSYMA and MATHEMATICA ) is assuming
an increasingly important role in computing . In the present shooting methods for
differential equations, the symbolic-numeric interaction consists of a first symbolic pass
followed by a second usually numeric pass, with an intermediate computation for the
slope parameter(s). For non-linear problems, the intermediate computation and the
second pass are essentially numeric, but for linear problems it is sometimes practicable
and revealing to effect the whole computation symbolically (see sections 2 .6, 4 .1, 4 .2, 5).
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2. Linear ODE
We shall mainly be concerned with second-order linear ODE's of the form,
y" + k(x)y' + Af(x)y = g(x), (la)
where the G1,2 and H1,2 may generally be linear or non-linear functions of their
arguments. Note that an unseparated boundary condition involves both x = a and x = b .
The eigenvalue problem occurs if g(x) _- 0 and any of the above pairs of boundary
conditions is homogeneous .
The free boundary problem occurs when one boundary, say x = b, is unknown
and has to be determined as part of the solution . Typically,
y(a) = a, y(b) = J3, y'(b) = y. (lg)
Slope retention proves to be very effective for solving free boundary problems (see
section 2.4) .
2.1 SIMPLE TWO-POINT BVP
We illustrate the slope retention technique first with the ODE (first derivative
absent)
Typical boundary conditions for this equation are,
simple two-point y(a) = a, y(b) = /3, (lb)
separated
unseparated
G1(y(a),y'(a)) =0,
G2(y(b),y'(b)) = 0 .
Hl(y(a),y'(a),y(b),y'(b)) = 0,
H2(y(a),y'(a),y(b),y'(b)) = 0,
(1c,d)
(le,f)
Y" + flx) Y = g(x) (2)
using the simple formula
Yn+1 = (2
- h2fn)Yn - Yn-1 + h2gn + 0(h4 ) (3)
and the more accurate Numerov formula
+ 00
6)
(4)
Ih
8n-
12
Yn+1 =
12 +hfn+f1 Yn 12 + hfn+1 yn-1
+
h2
+
fn+
~
n+1
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where, in the usual notation, yn = y(xn ) = y(a+nh) etc. and h is the interval . The
range [a, b] is assumed divided into N intervals of width h. Both of these formulae
are three-term recurrences .
Standard shooting with (3) or (4) uses p = y(xl) =
Yl as a measure of the initial
slope
. Two forward passes are made, each satisfying the boundary condition at x =
a,
but having different guessed values for p, say p1 and p2. We compute the correct value
p from the inverse linear interpolation formula
[0-YN(P2)l (P2-P1) (5)
P = P2 +
YN(P2) -YN(P1)
A third pass with yl = p is required to complete the solution process .
If now we retain p as a symbolic parameter in one forward pass,
we can eliminate
one of the three passes . We determine the correct value of p from a linear relation of
the form
PP+o
. = /3 (6)
where the numbers p and a are determined at the end of this one forward pass . The
most general way to determine p is through the use of a symbolic manipulation system,
though it is possible with linear three-term recurrences such as (3) and (4) to determine
two separate relations which give p and or without the need for such a system, except
for its arbitrary precision arithmetic (see Appendix) . We note in passing that (6) would be
replaced by a polynomial equation in p if the ODE were non-linear and we used (3) or
(4) in the same fashion .
In the Runge-Kutta and Taylor series methods we use the true initial slope
s = y(a)
as the symbolic parameter in the forward integration pass and
s replaces p in equation
(6) . (We distinguish the symbols p and s in this way throughout this paper.) With
these methods, it is harder to determine recurrence relations for
p and or and here
symbolic manipulation comes to our aid.
As examples consider the elementary BVP's
Y" -y = 0, Y(0) = 0, Y(1) = 1,
y" + y = - x , Y(0) = 0, Y(l) = 0, (7a,b)
which have exact solutions sinh(x)/sinh(1) and sin(x)/sin(1) - x respectively . (See
Collatz, 1959; and Mills, 1987, for the Ritz-Galerkin method of solution of (7b) using
symbolic methods .) When we use (3) on (7a,b) with h =
llo
, we find the
following exact equations forp
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11 .730936157061361801p = 1,
8.427503884058641799p - 0.1572496115941358201 = 0, (8a,b)
giving p=0.085245 and 0 .018659 compared with the true values sinh(0 .1)/sinh(1)
= 0.085233703 and sin(0 .1)/sin(l) - 0.1 = 0.018641543 respectively . One extra
forward pass using the computed values of p produces solutions differing from the true
values at the grid points by eh < 0.5x10-4 and eh < 0.7x 10-4 respectively. (We use
the maximum absolute pointwise error
eh = max I Ye(xi) - Y(xi) I (9)
to compare the computed solution y(x) with the true solution ye(x).) On using the
more accurate Numerov formula (4) with h =
110,
,
we find p = 0.085233698 and
0.018641552, giving eh < 0.25x10-7 and eh < 0.35x10-7 respectively on the second
forward pass .
2.2 SEPARATED LINEAR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Consider the BVP
y" + 4xy' + (4x2 + 2) y = 0,
y(O) = 1, 1 .5y(l) +y'(1) = 0, (10a,b,c)
whose exact solution is (1+x) e-x2 , y'(0) = 1 . Since (10c) involves the derivative of
y, it is appropriate to use the Runge-Kutta method. We write (10a) as a pair of first
order ODE's and use RK4 for two first-order ODE's retaining the initial slope s = y'(0)
as the symbolic parameter. Whence on one forward pass with h = --I-, we find from
(10c) the following relation (quoted here approximately in decimal form due to the 'size'
of the rational form)
0.18393774 s - 0.18393617 = 0,
i .e. s = 0.999915 (cf. the exact value 1). One further forward pass with the computed
value of s approximates the true solution to eh < 0.000012 over [0, 1] .
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The BVP
2.3 UNSEPARATED NON-LINEAR BOUNDARY CONDITONS
y„-xy=0,
y(0) = cl, (1 la,b,c)
y'(0)y'(1) -
CO(1)
= 0,
where ct = 0.355028054 and c 3 = 0.304454950, defines the Airy function Ai(x) (see
Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964, p . 446) . This harder problem is easily solved by the
present technique. We find using RK4 with h =
s
that (11c) gives the following non-
linear equation for s
1 .347458045 s2 - 0.140833395 s - 0.126713283 = 0 (12)
with relevant solution s = - 0.25881946 compared with the true value Ai'(0) _ - c2 =
-0.258819404 . One further forward pass using the computed value of s approximates
Ai(x) to eh < 5x10-7 on [0,1] .
2.4 FREE BOUNDARY PROBLEM
The free boundary problem
y" +y 1,
y(0) = 0, y(b) = 1, y'(b) = 2, (13a,b,c,d)
has the exact solution 1 - cos x + 43 sin x, where -b = x/6 (see Fox & Mayers, 1987,
p. 107) . Fox and Mayers suggest a fairly complicated shooting technique involving
Newton iteration for this problem . It can be solved particularly easily by slope retention
if we use the Taylor series method . Any method using more than a single integration
step is of necessity rather complicated for this type of problem . If we take only one step
and sufficient terms in the Taylor series (which is facilitated by a symbolic manipulation
system), we can solve this problem rather easily .
Retaining s = y'(0) as the symbolic parameter, we find the following expansion
up to x9 ,
y(X,S) = SX + 2X2 -
6 SX3 - 24
X4
+ 120
SXS
+ 720 X6 5040
SX7
40320 X8+ 36 1 Sx9+
. . . (14)
Solving the equations y(b, s) = 1 and y'(b, s) = 2 for s and the position b of the free
boundary gives the relevant values s = 1.732050816, b = 0.523598774 . These
compare very favourably with the exact values 43 and X/6 . With the computed value
of s, equation (14) can then be used to determine the solution to at least the same
accuracy over [0,b] .
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2.5 EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS
These are included within the framework of the present methods, the slope
parameter s being replaced by the eigenvalue A. Shooting methods can be used
effectively for eigenvalue problems using ordinary real arithmetic, though transformations
of the dependent variable may be needed to improve their performance for high
eigenvalues (Shampine, 1979) . Our technique builds up the characteristic equation
exactly in one forward pass . We solve this equation for the appropriate value of ~ and
then use this value in another pass to determine the appropriate eigenfunction . The
method can handle non-standard eigenvalue problems without additional difficulty .
To illustrate the technique we consider the standard problem
y"+Ay = 0,
y(0) = 0, y(l) = 0 (15a,b,c)
which has the exact solution A.,,, = m27r2 , ym =sin m7rx, m = 0,1, . . . . We first solve
this problem using the simplest difference representation
Yn+1 = (2 - h
2
)L)
Yn - Yn-1 + OW),
YO = 0, Y
N = 0 . (16a,b)
Taking for convenience Y1 = 1, we find on one forward pass with h =5 (N = 5) the
characteristic equation
A4 -
200
A3
+ 13125
A2
- 312500 A + 1953125 = 0 . (17)
We could, of course, derive this equation via the usual boundary-value (matrix) method,
only the present approach is in general simpler - as it does not involve setting up the
system Ay = Ay and the construction of (17) through the expansion of det (A -- A 1),
or otherwise . The exact solution for the eigenvalues of the difference problem (16) is
Am = h sin2(2
Mich)
=
m2ir2
-
m4n4h2
+ O(m6h4) . (18)
It is easy to check that the roots of (17) are just the first 4 values A1, . . . Ad from (18) .
If we use the more accurate Numerov difference representation,
24 - lOh2A
Yn+1
= 12 + h2,,
Yn - Yn-1
+ 0(h6) (19)
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we find with h =
s
the characteristic equation
9701
V4
- 2542800
,13
+ 210060000
A2
- 5940000000 A + 40500000000 = 0 . (20)
Again we can check that the 4 roots of (20) are given by the exact solution of the
corresponding difference problem,
A
m =
12(1 - cos mich) -
m21r2 -
m6n6h4
+ O(m8h6) . (21)
h2(5 + cos m,ch)
240
It is interesting to apply the high accuracy formula (see Kopal, 1955, p . 177)
3960-1320h2A - 121h
4A2
1980 + 330 h2;L + 22h4A2
Yn
- yn-1
+ 0(h
8)
to this problem . For h = 5 the characteristic equation is
(22)
193334405
A8
+ 206657715000 )7+ 63586778062500,1 6 - 97591415625x104 A.5
- 27257652984375x105
, 4
- 6948755859375x10
7 A3
+ 3898252037109375x10 7
A2
- 1563470068359375x109 . + 117260255126953125x10 8 = 0. (23)
We can again check the values given by the exact difference solution
µm - 6 1 - 160 µm
2
~m
h 2 (1 - 15 µm)
= m21r2 -
604
	
3180
m8ih6 + O(m10h8) (24)
correspond to the 4 positive real roots of (23), where
µm
= 4 sine (2 mnh) .
(N.B . equations (18), (21) and (24) can all be determined with the aid of a well-known
result for the eigenvalues of a certain tridiagonal matrix, see Smith, 1965, p . 65 .)
Table I compares the computed values with the exact values
m2 r2
for h =
s
.
Table I
Exact
Simple
(17),(18)
Numerov
(20),(21)
HiAcc
(23),(24)
~1 9.86960 9.549 9.8631 9.86930
A2 39.47842 34.55 39.046 39.4030
A3 88.82644 65.45 83.715 86.9887
A4 157.91367 90.45 129.494 141.1964
The distinctive feature of finite difference methods when applied to eigenvalue ODE's,
namely the rapid growth of truncation error with m , is evident in all three formulae (18),
(21), (24) and is reflected in the numerical results in the table .
Now consider the more general eigenvalue problem
y"+Ay=0,
y(0) = 0, y'(1) - Ay'(0) = 0 .
	
(25a,b,c)
(see Kopal, 1955, p . 278) . This example affords us the opportunity to use the Runge-
Kutta method for a harder problem having unseparated boundary conditions . Applying
RK4 with y(O) = 0 , y'(0) = 1, h =
4
and using (25c) gives
A8 - 2304 A7 + 1196032 A,6 - 270532608
A,5
+ 31482445824
A4
- 1942398959616
A3
+ 59373627899904
A2
- 2137450604396544 A + 1424967069597696 = 0, (26)
whose only real root is A, = 0 .679199 corresponding to the single exact real eigenvalue
0.679194068, namely the real root of A = cos VA. With h
= a
, we computed A. _
0.6791944 by the present method, which is a very good result . With Richardson
extrapolation these two values produce A = 0.67919409 .
In closing this section, we remark that the Runge-Kutta method with A,-retention
does not involve the manipulation of rational fractions in A, as does the Numerov
method, and hence would be preferred for eigenvalue ODE's having variable coefficients .
2.6 STIFF EQUATIONS
Instability problems in the forward (or backward) integration of ODE's stem from
the build up of rounding error which is inevitable with the finite precision real arithmetic
used by most popular scientific programming languages. We can defeat this problem by
using the arbitrary precision rational arithmetic of the symbolic languages .
Consider the BVP
y" - 400 y = 3 x - 45
x 3
y(0) = 0, y(4) = 1, (27a,b,c)
whose exact solution is
64
x3 . Attempts to integrate this ODE either forwards or
backwards by the simple formula (3), NM, RK4, etc
. are all doomed to failure with
finite precision arithmetic because one or other of the unwanted complementary functions
Slope Retention for Solving Boundary-Value Problems
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e±20x are inevitably introduced and soon 'swamp' the wanted particular solution . This
problem is inherently unstable .
If we take h =5 and use the simple formula (3) with the slope retention technique,
we find that p
= 8000
and one further forward pass with this value of p produces the
exact solution at each node in [0,4] . We have thus removed the troublesome effect of
rounding error from the problem . The simple formula (3) gives the exact solution for this
particular problem since the truncation error of formula (3) is proportional to ylv(),
E [0,4] . A MUSIMP program is given in section 5 for this problem .
We now compute the solution of a stiff problem to the level of the truncation error :
__2 400
y -
400y
(1+x)3 l+x '
y(0) = 1, y(4) = 5 ,
whose exact solution is l+x , so that yiv(~) # 0, l; E [0,4] . With h =5 , the simple
formula (3) produces the value
_901918..521
p - 108220 . .800
When we use this value exactly in the second pass we determine the computed solution to
eh < 0.0008 in [0,4]. The Numerov formula gives, with h = 5 ,
_587460 ..833
p 704956 ..000
and eh < 0.000004 .
3 . Non-linear ODE
The slope retention technique can be applied directly to non-linear ODE's, but the
non-linearity quickly swells (and slows) the first forward pass, the resulting equation for
s being non-linear (polynomial) in s . A better approach is to use the Taylor expansion
about the initial point and take as many terms as are required to give the desired accuracy -
provided, of course, we do not exceed the radius of convergence of the series . We
illustrate with the following problem .
(28a,b,c)
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3.1 SIMPLE EXAMPLE
Consider
y" = y2 - 1
y(O) = 0, y(l) = k = 0.719242691106, (29a,b,c)
whose exact solution is (see Rosenhead, 1963, p. 236),
y = 3 tanh 2( +
2)
- 2,
with y'(0) =
A2
tanh(~) sech2(~), (30a,b,c)
where = ln(42 + 43) .
Taking terms up to x 15 , we find the following expansion in terms of s = y'(0),
11
y(X,s) = SX
- 2 x2 + 12 s2x4 20 Sx5 + 120x6 + 252 S3x7 3360
S
2x8
+ 1080
sx9 + (
6048 - 10800 ) X10 - 110880 53
x11
+ 199
1363
58400
52X12
+ "157248
S5
561600 S
X13 (31)
-
2421192
S4
1123200'
X
14
+	61
1496880 5
3x15
Solving the polynomial equation y(1, s) = k for the appropriate value of s yields s
1 .15469956 compared with the true value 1 .15470053838. Using the computed value
of s in (31), we have an approximate solution accurate to very nearly 6 decimals over
[0, 1] . Proceeding as far as x 25 , we find s = 1 .15470053844, giving a similar
improvement in accuracy in the corresponding series expansion . Clearly we are
operating within the radius of convergence of the Taylor series in this problem .
3.2 SLOW CONVERGENCE
Next we illustrate how the problem of slow convergence may sometimes be
handled, with the BVP,
(1+x2)y" + y'2 + I = 0,
y(0) = 0, y(1) = 21n2 -1, (32a,b,c)
whose exact solution is 2 ln(l+x) - x (see Kamke, 1948, p . 565). Taking terms up to
x12 , we find the following very slowly convergent series for y(x,s),
y(X,S) = SX -
2
(1+52) X2
+
3
(S + S3)X3 -4 (S2+S4) X4 + . . . -
12 (S
10+512) X 12 + . . . (33)
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The polynomial equation y(1, s) = 21n2 -1 for s has no real root in the neighbourhood
of the true value s = 1 (in fact, it has no real roots ) . If, however, we construct the (6,6)
Padg approximant of y(l, s) with respect to s (see, for example, Bender & Orzag,
1978, p. 283) and then use this approximant to satisfy (32c), we find s -1.00000156 .
We finally form the (6,6) Pad6 approximant with respect to x of y(x, 1.00000 156) and
we have a rational fraction approximation which differs from the exact solution by less
than 10-6 in absolute value over [0,11 ! ( The reason for this behaviour is, of course,
that the rational fraction Pade approximant represents well the singular nature of the
solution as x -1, in constrast to the power series . )
3.3 INFINITE RANGE
The case of an infinite range of integration is much harder . We illustrate with the
boundary-layer problem,
y(0) = 0, y(oo) = 1, (34a,b,c)
whose exact solution is just that given by (30) . Our strategy is to use an asymptotic
solution for large x and join this to the Taylor series solution at some intermediate
point(s) . Asymptotic analysis of (34) (or consideration of the exact solution) yields the
asymptotic series
y - 1- c e-42x + 1 c
2e-2J2x - 1 c3e-3J2x + i
c4e 4' 2X - . . . , ( 35)
6 48 432
the exact value of c being 12e
-24o
.
We determine the parameters c and s by matching the Taylor series and
asymptotic series at two (close) intermediate points . The balance struck was the above
4 terms in (35) and 30 terms of the Taylor series, and these were forced to match at x =
1 .3 and x = 1 .4 . Solving the resulting two polynomial equations in c and s gave
the relevant values c = 1.2122477, s = 1 .1547004 compared with the exact values
1 .21224617 and 1 .15470054 respectively . The overall solution was then found to be
accurate to better than 1 in 10 -6 over [0, oo] . (We tried matching the solution and its
first derivative at one point, but we found this technique less convenient and accurate for
this problem .)
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3.4 MOTION OF A PROJECTILE
The present work would scarcely be complete without some consideration of the
classical exterior ballistics problem, from which the term 'shooting' derives . This
problem is usually written as two coupled second-order ODE's, but it is more convenient
for us to use the third-order non-dimensional representation (see, for example,
Timoshenko and Young, 1948)
y,,,
= 2C 4 1 +
y,2
y
y(O) = 0, y'(0) = Lana,
y"(0)
_ - sec2a, (36a,b,c,d)
where tan a is the initial slope of the trajectory and C is a non-dimensional parameter
representing the ratio of the frictional drag of the fluid to the weight of the projectile .
A central problem in ballistics is the computation of the maximum range for a given
resistance coefficient. This is quite a hard problem using ordinary forward numerical
integration methods, for it involves inverse interpolation to find the range as a function of
a combined with a numerical maximization method (see Chow, 1979, p. 44). Using
slope retention, it can be reduced to the solution of a pair of non-linear equations in x and
a,
y(x,a) = 0,
da
(x,a) = 0 . (37a,b)
Using Taylor series as far as x 4 , we find
y(x,a) =
TX
- 2 S2x2 -
s
CS3x3 +
i4
(S + 2
S3
+
S
+ C -
2CS2 -
CT4 )x4 + . . ., (38)
where T = tan a and S = sec a. With C = 0, we revert to the classical zero friction
problem . This expansion becomes rapidly more complicated as we take further terms in
the Taylor series, though we can always proceed further by the symbolic route, if we
wish . Forming dy1da by algebraic differentiation and then solving the pair of
equations (37a,b) for x = x,,,,,, and a, we find the following very acceptable results .
Table II
* computed accurately
xmax am xmax a
914 .00000 0.78540
MA
1 .871 6
(xi [1VOXT1ti41 1 . 4 1 1 1 1 1 . •
U.J 1
~
1 P' . ' 1rm, awk4--vis
7
2
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The corresponding trajectories are displayed in Mills (1989) .
In closing this section, we remark that the present methods can readily be applied to
higher order ODE's . We need, however, to retain more than one parameter in the first
forward pass . For example, using a five-term recurrence for a fourth-order ODE having
y(a), y'(a) and y(b), y'(b) prescribed, requires the retention of the two parameters p =
y(a+h) and q = y(a+2h) in the first forward pass. These parameters are determined at
the end of the pass by solving the two equations involving the prescribed values y(b) and
y'(b) . With the Runge-Kutta and Taylor series methods we would use s = y(a) and t =
y' (a) as the symbolic parameters in place o p and q. Our method for solving a fourth-
order partial differential equation in section 4.2 uses the p,q-technique in vector form .
4 . Partial Differential Equations
Slope retention can be applied to BVP's in partial differential equations, only we
need to determine a vector of initial slopes to satisfy the boundary conditions at the far
boundary. This is usually done indirectly by a minimization technique as in the so-called
Method of Lines (see, for example, Holt, 1988) . On one forward pass, we obtain a
system of algebraic equations for these slopes, which is solved directly. The final
solution is then obtained by a second pass using the now known vector of slopes .
4 .1 DIRICHLET PROBLEM
We illustrate the technique with the following standard elliptic BVP
V2U
= - 2 in S,
u = 0 on boundary of S, (39a,b)
where S is the square : 0 <_ x <_1, 0 <_ y
<_ 1 . (This problem was solved by another
technique utilizing symbolic manipulation in Mills, 1987 .)
We impose a square mesh of side h on S (see Fig. 1) . The standard five-point
finite-difference formula for this problem may be written in marching form (in the y-
direction)
ui
j+l
= 4uij - ui-l j -
ui+1 j
- ui,j-1
- 2h2 , (40)
where uy = u(xi, yj) = u(ih, jh) . This is a three-level scheme for marching in the y-
direction . The boundary condition on y = 0 gives the first line of unknowns . We
assume the second line to be given by p =
tp1, . . . ,
pN_l
} .
We then march line-by-line
using (40) until at the line y = 1, 0 :5 x 5 1, we find a set of linear equations for the pi
when we impose the boundary conditions for this line .
For the present example we find with h =
a
(N = 4) that these are
with solution
Pl
=P3 = 128 , PZ =
64
The second pass then produces the final solution,
shown in Fig. 1., in agreement with that found directly by the usual boundary-value
matrix technique . Our technique requires the solution of N-1 equations for the pi plus
one extra forward pass, compared with the solution of (N-1) x (N-1) equations for the
grid values by the boundary-value techniques .
The Method of Lines is well known to be prone to the exponential growth of
round-off errors using finite precision arithmetic (e .g . see Holt, 1988, p. 237) and special
(stiff) integrators generally need to be used . As with ODE's, this problem can be
defeated by the use of arbitrary precision rational arithmetic .
Y, J
T
U=0
1
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U=0
11 7 11
128 64 128
7 9 7
64 64 64
11 7 11
128 64 128
0 U=0
Fis____;1 .
Dirichlet problem h
= 4
1
U=0
X, 1
13
68
pl
- 48 P2 + 12 p3
8
1
- 48
pl
+ 80 P2 - 48
P3
(41)
2'
13
12 pl
- 48 P2 + 68 P3
8
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4.2 CAVITY FLOW PROBLEM
Finally, we solve a harder problem by the present technique : the slow viscous
flow in a square cavity (see Mills, 1965, for one of the first numerical solutions of this
problem for low Reynolds number) . Consider the problem
V4 y/
= 0 in S,
yi= dpldn = 0 on all boundaries of S, (42a,b,c)
except that dyi/dy = I on the top y = 1 , 0 <_ x <_ 1,
for the square S :
0 <_ x <_ 1, 0 < y <- 1, where
W
is the stream function and n is the
normal to S (see Fig . 2). Very many numerical techniques have been applied to the
cavity flow problem over the years, most of these depending on splitting the problem into
a pair of second-order elliptic equations (the stream function-vorticity approach) . Here,
we solve it using the thirteen-point finite-difference formula for
V4
yi written in
marching form in the y-direction,
Wij+2 = - 2(Wi-1 j+1+Wi+1 j+i) + 8Vi j+l
- Wi-2 j - Wi+2 j + 8('i-1 j+Wi+l j) -
20y/ij (43)
- 2(Wi-1 j-1+Wi+l j-1) + 8Wij-1
- Wij-2 .
We impose a square mesh of side h on S and use 'fictitious' points external to S, so
that we can satisfy the derivative boundary conditions via central differences :
yi(x,l+h)- yi(x,l-h) = 2h, y = 1, 0<-X :5 1,
WW(x, -h) - yr(x,h) = 0, y = 0, 0
<- X <- 1,
W(-h,y) - W(h,y) = 0,
x = 0, 0<-Y!5 1, (44a,b,c,d)
yi(1+h,y) - yi(1-h,y) = 0, x= 1, 0 <
- y <- 1 .
As the current PDE is of fourth order (and the difference formula spans five levels in the
marching direction) we need to use, in addition to the vector p = (pl, . . . , pN-1 }
of
unknowns on the second y-line, the vector q = (ql, . . . ,QN-1 ) of unknowns on the third
y-line and carry both of these forward in the first pass ensuring also that (44b,c,d) are
satisfied during this pass. We fix the values of p and q by imposing the two boundary
conditions Y0, 1) = 0 and (44a) at the end of this pass .
with solution
P1 =
P4 =
-
	 7443
	
-
0.00562,
1324480
41 = 44 =
-
69023
- .
01895,
3642320 _
The second pass using these values produces the final solution (only the interior values
are shown) :
Y, J
T
1
P2 = p3 = -
44167
_ -
0.01213,
3642320 _
q2 = q3 =
-
49659
-
0.03749 . (46)
1324480 _
0
Fig. 2 .
Cavity flow problem h = 5
1
x, i
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Taking for example h = s =
1
, we find the equations for p and q are
-1162 872 -298 48 248 -190 48 -4 P1 0
936 -1408 936 -306 -190 328 -198 48 P2 0
-306 936 -1408 936 48 -198 328 -190
P3 0
48 -298 872 -1162 -4 48 -190 248
P4 =
0 (45)
-6424 5968 -2712 654 1202 -1240 474 -80
91
0.4
6600 -9344 6950 -2872 -1240 1992 -1400 474 92 0.4
2872 6950 -9344 6600 474 -1400 1992 -1240
Q3
0.4
-
654 -2712 5968 -6424 -80 474 -1240 1202 _ q4 ` 0.4
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where
a=-
	 67059
-
0.05063, b =-
295231
0.08106
1324480 3642320
C=
- 137927
= - 0
.03787, d = -
91067
-
0.06876 . (47)
3642320 1324480
These results agree with the solution computed directly by the usual boundary-value
matrix technique . The main streamlines of this flow are displayed in Mills (1989). Our
technique requires the solution of 2N-2 linear equations for p and q plus one further
forward pass compared with the solution of (N-1) x (N-1) equations by the boundary-
value methods .
In our example problems (39) and (42) we could, of course, exploit symmetry to
reduce the amount of computation . Also, we could just as easily have marched in the x-
direction from x = 0 and determined the unknown symbolic parameters from the
boundary conditions on the far right boundary .
5 . Programming
We include here a short MUSIMP program and its output to illustrate the basic
slope retention technique. To keep the program short and self-explanatory, we have
chosen the simplest recurrence formula (3), but applied it to the difficult stiff problem
(27a,b,c) . To save space only a few nodal values are printed . It is of course not
necessary to print any values in the first pass .
FUNCTION RECURFORWARD(X0,Y0,Y1,XF,NSTEPS,
X,N,H,HSQ,YNM 1,YN,YNP 1),
YNM1 :Y0, YN:Y1,
H:(XF-X0)/NSTEPS, HSQ:H*H,
PRTMATH(X0), SPACES(4), PRTMATH(Y0), NEWLINEO,
PRTMATH(X0+H), SPACES(4), PRTMATH(Y1), NEWLINEO,
N:2, X:XO+H,
LOOP
WHEN N>NSTEPS, YF:YNP1 EXIT,
YNP1 :(2-HSQ F(X))*YN-YNM1+HSQ*G(X),
X:X+H,
PRTMATH(X), SPACES(4), PRTMATH(YNPI), NEWLINEO,
YNM1:YN, YN:YNPI,
N:N+1
ENDLOOP
ENDFUN$
FUNCTION F(X),
-400
ENDFUN$
FUNCTION G(X),
3*X/32 - 25*X^3/4
ENDFUN$
RECURFORWARD(0,0,'P,4,20) ;
0 0
1/5 P
2/5 -1/800 + 18 P
3/5 -37/1000+323 P
4
	
-334..049/400 + 669 ..980 P
SOLVE(YF-1,P) ;
(P == 1/8000)
RECURFORWARD(0,0,1/8000,4,20) ;
0 0
1/5 1/8000
2/5 1/1000
3/5 27/8000
4 1 .
This program takes about 6 secs . on an 80286 PC running MUMATH at 16 MHz .
We emphasize that this simple program delivers the exact solution at the nodes in short
order for a problem which is quite difficult if attempted solely by numerical computation
techniques . To give an idea of performance for solving a 4th order PDE on a small
system, the total time to compute the cavity flow solution shown in Fig . 2 was about 30
secs. on the same system . Clearly, these times can be significantly be reduced with
systems such as REDUCE running on fast host machines .
6 . Concluding Remarks
We have illustrated a quite general technique for solving boundary-value problems
in differential equations which symbolically retains the initial slope (and 2nd, 3rd, . . .
derivatives for higher-order equations) in one forward pass . These unknown parameters
are then determined at the end of this pass by imposing the remaining boundary conditions
at the far end of the range of integration . (If desired, we could shoot from both ends
while retaining the slopes etc. at these ends as symbolic parameters and finally fix their
values by matching at some intermediate points .) With the use of arbitrary precision
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rational arithmetic, this technique can solve stiff problems with no extra difficulty . The
technique is most effective for linear differential equations with linear or non-linear
boundary conditions, though non-linear differential equations can be handled in the same
way, if we are prepared to solve polynomial equations of high degree for the unknown
parameters . A better general approach in the present vein for non-linear differential
equations might be a combination of the slope retention technique and quasilinearization .
We have also brought the differential equation eigenvalue problem into the
framework of the present methods by replacing the slope parameter s by the eigenvalue
parameter I This approach affords a very simple method of constructing exactly the
characteristic equation, particularly for non-standard problems, and examples have been
presented to illustrate the technique.
With the now general availability of powerful symbolic systems such as MAPLE,
REDUCE, MACSYMA and MATHEMATICA, the present technique should be useful for
solving many practical boundary-value problems in differential equations, the solution of
the cavity flow problem given in section 4 .2 being a step in this direction . For the future,
there is the exciting possibility of using parallel machines and techniques to exploit the
present approach (e.g . see Della Dora and Fitch, 1989) .
The programming system MUMATH was used throughout by the author to effect the symbolic
computations. Much of the present work was done while the author was on Study Leave from the
University of Glasgow. He is indebted to the Applications Editor and the Referees for helpful comments .
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Appendix
SLOPE RETENTION FOR THREE-TERM RECURRENCES
Suppose the recurrence has the form
yn+l
= a,,yn + bnyn_1 + cn , n = 0, 1, . . . . (A1)
with initial condition yo = y(a) If we retain y1=p as a parameter, we get at the
(n-i)-, n-, (n+1)-th steps, assuming y is linear in p,
Yn-1 = Pn-1 P + 6n-1, yn = Pn P +an, Yn+1 = Pn+1 P +6n+1 . (A2a,b,c)
Substituting these values in (A1), we find the following separate recurrences for
pn, 0n ,
Pn+1 = an Pn + bn Pn-1,
6n+1 =
an
(7n + bn an-i
+ cn , n = 1,2, . . ., (A3a,b)
In the case of a simple two-point BVP, these recurrences are subject to the initial
conditions,
Po = 0, Pl = 1 ,
Qo = y(a) 61 = 0. (A4a,b,c,d)
If we are to have yN = y(b) at the end of the first pass, the value of p must be
P =
y(b) -6N
PN
(A5)
We have thus computed the correct value for p in just one pass. Contrast this approach
with the usual two-pass technique to determine p: in our case we have to pursue two
simultaneous recurrences in one pass .
(When an and bn, are constants it is possible to determine the correct value of p
analytically. For example, using the simplest difference formula (3) on the BVP (7a), we
find the solution of this homogeneous difference problem is
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Yn =
p (ri - r2)
rl - r2
where
2
rl,2 = 1 +2h2 ±h 1 +
Taking h =
100
and ylo = 1, we find (with the aid ofMUMATH) ,
rl- r2 1000000000000000000
P
_ - 10 10 - 11730936157061361801 '
rl - r 2
(A6)
(A7)
(A8)
in exact agreement with the value given by (8a) . However, when the an and bn are
not constants and/or cn * 0 we cannot solve the difference problem so simply .)
With higher-term linear recurrences, it is not difficult to generalize (A2)-(A5) to
derive the system of recurrences which determine the parameters p = y(a+h), q =
y(a+2h), . . . . For example, with a fourth-order ODE using central differences to 0(h2 )
throughout for the derivatives in the equation and in the boundary conditions (two of
which are specified at the initial point), we have to pursue 3 simultaneous recurrences to
the end of the range and determine p and q by the application of the two remaining
boundary conditions there .
With the Runge-Kutta and Taylor series methods, however, it is not a relatively
simple matter to derive a system of recurrences for the parameters s = y'(a), t = y"(a), . . . .
The problem becomes even more difficult if the differential equation has variable
coefficients and/or is non-linear. The difficulty is compounded when we tackle partial
differential equations, with vectors of initial slopes etc . to be determined. An algebraic
system is then necessary to effect the present methods . The added advantage is the
availability of arbitrary precision rational arithmetic to defeat the round-off error problem .
Our techniques also seem well suited to parallelizing .
